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~Nr.Chai.rmanand Members oftheCannittee, wearepleasedtobe 

here today to discuss our report on the problems in reviews of Nedi- 

caid-financeddrug therapy inM&icaidnursing banes whichisbeing 

released tcday. In SumMIy, our report says 

--Medicaid nursing huw patients taking certain classes of pie- 

scription drugs have not had their drug regimens mnitored 

through various tests in accordance with criteria developed 

by Professional Standards Review Organizations (PSEOs) and 

others. 

-In five of the six States visited (Georgia, 

Massachusetts and Texas), our random sample 

Iowa, Kansas, 

ofnursingkrrie 

patients indicated that 82 percent had G received the reccm- 

mended tests under the mOst liberal available criteria for fre- 

quency' In the sixth state (California), where our sample was cur- 

tailed, a similarly high incidence of non-ccmpliance was noted. 

-Findings by PSR3s evaluating long term care in Colorado and Utah 

closely parallel our findings. 

To better assure the health and safety of patients, the Department 

of 5~1th and Human Services (HSS) A/ in 1974 established nursing hcme 

standards requiring monthly review of patient medications by a pharmacist 

or registered nurse. tie found that the medication review process is not 

worC.ng adequately. As discussed in the reprt, the inadequacies in the 

.medication review process are principally due to the two folkwing factors. 

i/ r)epxrt.ment of Health, Education, and 'Nelfare prior to ~May 4, 1980. 



-EMS has not provided adequate information on monitoring and use 

of drugs-particularly the frequency with which tests should be 

performed; and 

-W has not 

pharm3cists 

We also found 

provided adequate medication review guidelines to 

and nurses. 

that pharmacists making medication reviews at many 

of the hcmes we visited were also filling prescriptions for the patients. 

We believe this creates a potential conflict of interest because the 

pharmacists have a financial disincentive to reduce patient drug 

utilization. 

Drugs play a major role in the treatmenr. YT ?ursing home patients 

and because of the prtential hazards of drug therapy, we selected for 

study the medication review process. Xedication review involves deter- 

mining whether the patient needs the drug and whether it is properly 

administered, effective, and safe. In medication review, the pharmacist 

or nurse is assisting the attending Fhysician by assurinq that the drucjs 

are pro_oerly a dministered and by bringing to the physician's attention 

any questions regarding the effectiveness and safety of the drugs. 

The elderly, as a group, take more drugs than younger persons and 

elderly nursing hame patients take mOre drugs than the ncninstituioral- 

ized elderly. A 1976 E?HS remrt shws that 54 Izercent of nursing home 

patients were receiving six or more druqs at a time, with scme receiving 
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as many as 23 drugs. A sizable proportior'~ of drugs prescribed for the 

elderly are long-tern maintenance drugs, used primarly for controlling 

chronic diseases. The elderly generallyaremre susceptible to adverse 

drug reactions, interactions, or lack of therapeutic response because of 

the rim&r of drugs they take. T%ey are also more sensitive to same drug 

actions and drugs often accumu late in the body. The elderly frequently 

have more than me &roni.c medical condition wfiich adds to the risk 

because a drug used to treat one condition may be contraindicated due 

to the presence of other corzditions. 

Our appxxh in this review MLS to determine (1) tiether the medi- 

cations taken by selected patients were being monitored and (2) the 

general medication review procedures followed by @armacists and rqis- 

tered nurses. Our ark was done at 68 rmdanly selected nursinghures in 

six states - California, Georgia, Iowa, Kansas, Massachusetts and Texas. 

The six states were selected to provide gecqraphical dispersion and because 

about 30 percent of allnursinghzmes arelocated in them. Workwas 

discontinued in California 'before all the hares selected were visited 

wslen it became apparent that results would not be substantially differ- 

ent Em those in the other five states. Therefore, as explained in tie 

report, the results frcxn California could not be included in the statis- 

tical projections we made. 

Phamacists and registered nurses charged with making medication 

reviews rely heavily on information sbcmn on drug labeling. However, 
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labeling generally does not have sufficient specific information on hew 

drugs should be manitored-particularly the frequency with which tests 

should be performed-or on the implications of using multiple drugs 

affecting the same body system. More specific information regarding 

monitoring and use of sane drugs is available fran PSms and other 

sourcesr but this information is not readily accessible to medica-' 

tion reviewers. We believe that HEE should disseminate to medication 

reviewers the drug monitoring and usage criteria which has been devel- 

oped by PSFK% and others and pratote futiler developnent of drug cri- 

teria by PSFXIs. 

Using the more specific information available fran PSIios and other 

sources as criteria, we found that a high percentage of patients taking 

certain drugs were not receiving recQrm ended tests under the most Liber- 

al available criteria for frequency. We also found that, in a few 

instances, patients either received ccmbinations of tranquilizers or 

sedatives which one PSI%2 characterized as "inappropriate utilization" 

or had medical conditions which, according to drug labeling, should 

have precluded the use of cumin drugs taken. 

We determined at each nursjng home visited whether randcxnly selec- 

ted patients taking one or more of ten drugs received laboratory tests 

or other diagnostic tests with the frequency recunnended by either selec- 

ted PSFD guidelines or guidelines prepared xder an HHS contract by the 

University of Minnesota Schcol of ,Pharmacy. The Social Security Act 

requires PSR3s to evaluate "be quality or suitability of long term care 
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delivered to Medicaid and Medicare patients. While many PSROs have 

not developed a long term care evaluation program, we identified five 

PSRDs which had develcped evaluative criteria k&i& include procedures 

for mnitoring drugs. The HE33 contracted for the guidelines developed. 

by the University of Minnesota to assist nursing hmes in identifying 

pattexns of problms in drug utilizatim. Roth criteria sources devel- 

oped their guidelines with input fran a variety of health professionals, 

including practicing physicians. The criteria represent general guide- 

lines to be used by reviews --who are mrmally not physicians-to iden- 

tify possible problems. In those instances in which criteria are cot met, 

the developers of the criteria intend that one or mre physicians review 

the particular circumstances of the patient involved to determine whether 

deviations frm the criteria were justified. This review assures that the 

unique health conditions and drug respxses of the individual patient are 

taken into account. 

The ten drugs for which we obtained mxitoring criteria fran PSROs 

or the University of Minnesota guidelines were in one of four classes of 

drugs-diuretics (used to reduce bcdy fluids), cardiac stimulants, hmtin- 

its (used to treat anemia), and anti-hypertensives (used to treat 'high blcod 

pressure). 

The mnitoring criteria 'specified tiat certain procedures, sub as 

blocd tests or electrccardicgrams, be perfomed with varicus frequencies. 

Since rat all the criteria sources recmmended the same mnitoring prcce- 

dures or frequency of performaxe for the ten drugs, we us& the mst 



lenient criteria in analyzing the sample patients. Fbr example, we used 

the longest interval jetween tests as our standard where sources differed 

as to frequency of a test. 

About 82 percent of the 349 patients we sampled in Georgia, I*, 

Kansas, Massachusetts and Texas either did not receive the tests or 

did m-t receive them as frequently as recam ended by the mst lenient 

criteria amilable. By projecting our sample, we estimate that about 

81 percent of the approximately 49,000 patients in the five States -who 

took "These drugs were notmnitored as recumended by the criteria. 

Scme patients took one or mre of the ten drugs for pericds up to 26 

mnths azrd did not receive the appropriate tests, which generally were 

supposed to be ,perfomted every6 to12 months. 

It should be noted that those patients we identified as rmt meeting 

drug screening criteria were not reviewed by an independent physician 

to detexmine whether exceptional circmstances were present which justi- 

fied deviations fran criteria. On ';he other hand, tm of the PSRGs used 

as criteria sources also found high rates of mncmpliance with screenirq 

criteria oh safe of the sam drugs after the added step of physician peer 

review showed that deviations were not justified. Because the incidence 

of mn-oznpliance with the screening criteria in our sample closely paral- 

lels, or is lower than, the i&idence of mm-canpliance identified by 

PSROs after &peer review, we believe that our findings fairly reflect the 

general pattern of use of +-hese ten drugs in nursing hares in the five 

States. 
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scrip’lion drug mEli.n,l mforinadon as criteria, we found Cd+- atout- 6 

*rcent_ Of +,he patients in Our saml;le receivti cOn%aindica%d drqs; d7ic!; 

FiX c2fints as 'I* * *chose situations in which +_h2 dru? shouIci .?a? be us3 

ici~ in.;; is an exzm?l2 fz0.T +,he cases reviezd . 



A 79-year old xrnan took several different drugs that 
depress the CXS. Sane drugs were tranquilizers or seda- 
tives which have as a primary effect the depression of 
the CNS. Other drugs she took, such as antihistamines, 
depress the C&S as a side effect. At any given time, she 
took anywhere fran one to five CNS depressing drugs &per 
day, although she usually tcdk three in addition to the 
other drugs in her regimen. Fbr a littieoverayear, 
she took 'Eiavil (a canbination of an antidepressant and 
a tranquilizers twice a day, Phencbarbital (a barbiturate 
sedative) twice a day, and Dalmane (a nonbarbiturate seda- 
tive) once a day at bedtime. Over 6 months later, she was 
still taking Phenobarbital and Triavil ~&en she also took 
the tranquilizers Haldol and Mellaril concurrently for a 
little wer 2 weeks. 

We believe that roost of the drug monitoring problems we identified 

are due to the medication reviewers not having a single source of accur- 

ate, axnplete information on drugs. An HE&S-funded study pointed out that 

the mst widely used source of drug information by physicians is the drug 

labeling and we learned the same to be true for pharmacists and regis- 

tered nurses making medication reviews at the hames we visited. We also 

found that labeling information for drugs included in our review did not 

almys contain sufficient specific information on ti the drugs should 'be 

monitored or be used in conjunction with other drugs. Fbr example, label- 

ing information for scmte drugs r -ed that certain tests be p??rfor?ned 

but 'Ihe frequency was stated in vague terms such as "frequently" or "peri- 

cdically". Drug labeling for the GE-depressing drugs we analyzed normally 

contained lit-cle guidance cone erring the use of n-ore than one CBS depres- 

sant, other than the adronition to use caution. 

In axmnenting on our draft report, HHS stated that drug labeling is 

intended "co 'be used in the context of medically well infxmecl professionals 
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exercising judgment concerning individual patients who have unique health 

conditions ard drug respmses and that it considered the majority of drug 

labeling tobe adequate in that context. HHS also stated that current 

FDArsgulaticns reguirelabeling for each drug to contajn information on 

cmtraindications for its use, warnings, precautions, adverse reactions, 

dosage and administratim. Accordins; to HHS, it is im~sible to include 

in labeling warnings regarding the use of each drug in cmbinationwith 

other drugs because of the myriad canbinations arki permutations that are 

p3ssible with the nuker of drugs presently available. 

Although EELS stated in its cements toour draft reprt +41atdrug 

2.akeli.q is adequate for "medically well infoxmed professionals", we do 

mt believe that it is adequate for pharmacists and registered nurses 

making medication reviews. Studies over the last 10 years, including some 

sgnsored by HI-G, have remtied thatin-qmrtantdrug infomationis not 

almys readily accessible or that the information which is available- 

including FDA approved drug labeling-is mt always cmplete and objec- 

tive. These studies reptied “h-t health professionals, including physi- 

cians, were in need of better information than that provided in drug 

labeling and that one solutionxuld be developnentof adrug ccmpandim. 

In 1979, legislation was intrcduced in the Congress which muld author- 

ize HHS or a -xivate organization to develop such a conprehensive drug 

guide. ,HHS is supqrting this legislation al+&?ugh, in ccmnenting on our 
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draft report, it stated that it is unrealistic and possibly undesirable, 

to expect that all information aiout drugs will ever be ccntained in one 

source + 

We believe that a drug canpendim could be of great value in meeting 

the dmq information needs of pharmacists and registered nurses engaged 

in medication review, assming that the document will include relevant 

information supplern~tal to that sm in drug I.abe%tig. For example, 

the ccmpendium should include knmn drug interaction information which 

FDA considers to be impractical to include in drug Labeling. Development 

of a canpendium will be a formidable task which which probably will take 

several years to ccmplete because about 5,000 prescription drugs had FDA 

marketing approvdl as of December 1979. About 500 of these drugs are 

takenbynursinghanepatients. However, drugs taken by 16 to 58 percent 

of *zese patients are in only ten classes of drugs. For example, 58 per- 

cent of the patients take laxatives, 51 ipercent take analgesics (pain 

relievers), and 16 percent Lake anti-LTfectives. Criteria on the 

mnitoring and use of sane of these drugs has been developed by PSRB 

and others. We therefore reccmnen ded that, pending publication of a drug 

ccmpzndim, HEIS issue those criteria which have been developed by PSFGs and 

others to provide imediat, fi assistance to those pharmacists and nurses 

makingmdicatior! reviews in nursinghcmes. 

HEi generally agreed wi+th our recutmen datton that PSw3 criteria be 

disseminated, with the stipulaticn that the criteria be identified as 

screeniq criteria and not be inflextile. 
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HHS standards require that nursing hcmes have a pharmacist or rq- 

istered nurse review the medications of each patient monthly. Hmever, 

HHS has not adequately defined the scope of these reviews--matters such 

reviewing the patient's medical record, interviewing and observingtthe 

patient, and dete rmining whether specific t~y'pas of potential problems 

exist. In this absence of a definition of the scope of medication 

review, the pharmacists and nurses are left to develop their own inter- 

pretations of what should be done. At the nursing banes we visited the 

scope of review varied considerably and at many of these hcmes the scope 

appeared'to be inadequate. 

The FEE standards for skilled and intermediate care state as fol- 

1~s regarding medication review. 

Skilled care (42 CFR 405.1127(a)) 

A pharmkacist rmzat review the drug regimen of each 
patient at least monthly and report any "irregulari- 
ties" to the medical director and administrator. 

Intezm!ediate care (42 CFR 442.336) 

A registered nurse must review medications imonthly 
for each resident and notify the physician if "chan- 
ges are appropriate". 

Although HHS did not cla.ri,Fy the standards, it did take certain 

other actions which may have helped to indoctrinate scme -karmacists 

and nurses. About six months before the medication review standards 

were -yblislned in 1974, HHS's Public Health Service issued contracts to 
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two organizations to provide training programs and materials on matters 

relating to nursirqh~ patient medications. The University of Minne- 

sota developed those guidelines and rrcdel criteria for Conducting drug 

utilization reviews which we discxssed earlier in this statement. Hbkrr- 

ever, this infomtion did not receive wide distribution. The American 

Phaxxbaceutical Association (A&A), a national society of pharmacists, 

(I.) conducted a series of m&hops and s eminars on institutional phar- 

maceutical services, including medication review, .(2) prepared a curric- 

ulum for schools of pharmacy to provide similar t.rainAng to students, 

(3) developed and is prwting a bane study course for pharmacists on 

Lxtmitoring drug therapy, and (4) developed and is pranoting a teaching 

guide for use by pharmacist s i? trainPng nursinghane staffs in pharmacy 

services. LNeither API-LA nor HEW kzxxs how many mcists or nurses 

involved in medication review have been ezqxxed to the training courses 

or mteridls. 

'Ibe API-IA medication review training materials include specific 

review methcdolcgy such as procedures for identifying ptential prob- 

lems, heck lists, and coordination with nursing hcxne staff. According 

to ARIA, +he puqcse of this material is to orient pharmacists and others 

+a the medication review Focess. -APhAstated that the set of procedures 

outlined are neither standardized nor required in all i.llstances, and c-lat 

there can be many other sets of qually satisfactory review procedures. 

While reccgnizing that the procedures preFed by API-LA do hot constitute 

the only acceptable methcdology, these maining materials imply certai? 
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minimimmverage tich can reasonablybe expicted of the reviewer regard- 

less of specific review procedures foU2wed. The APhA training materials 

indicated that the scope of medication review made by pharmacists shotid 

include: 

-Reviewing the patient's medical records. 

-4bsemiq and interviewing the patient, at least in 
cases hhre analysis of the medical file indicates 
a problenpossiblycausedby a drug or drugs. 

--Nstifying as appropriate the physician or nursing bane 
staff when medication problems are indentified. 

In analyzing each mtient's medications, the phar;nacist should deter- 

mine whether: 

-Each drug is administered as ordered by a physician. 

---Eachdrug administered is supp2tiedby a diagnosis, 
condition, or synptcxn. 

-The drug being ahinistered for each ailment is the 
dmg of choice. 

--The dosage strwqth of each drug being administered 
is appropriate, given the patient's age, chronic arxl 

preSe!Tt disease(s) and current general health. 

-Duplicate medications are Seing administered. 

-Ekkential causes of adverse effects exist, such as 
drug-drug, drug-feed, or drug-disease interactions 
or hypersensitivity ~tentiaL. 

--Evidence of adverse effects is present a&, if so, 
whether these effects .are being controlled within 
tolerable limits. 

-Qprcpriate tests have keen ordered and made. 

--%I& drug administered is achieving *be desired 
effect. 
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We interviewed @mmacists havinq medication rwiew re~nsibili- 

ties at sane of the hanes visited to determine the scope of their 

reviews. The scope of review described by about half of these phm- 

cists was less than that suggested by the AR-R training materials. For, 

example, sane plamacists were either mt rwiewing patient mdical 

records or were not doing doi so routinely while while others reviewed 

the records but did mt consider or did not x&e xcmmmda tions on the 

need for tests or the physician's choice of drugs. The reasons given by 

these #amacists can generally be placed in the following three cateqor- 

ies: (1) they did mt consider themselves to be qualified for various 

reasons I including lack cf clinical training or inadequate informtion 

on sane dmgs, (2) their persoml concept or interpretations of the scope 

of medication review ms different, including sane who believed that cer- 

tain ;natters, such as choice of drugs, were the respnsiblity of the nurse 

or Fhysician, and (3) concern over pssible resentment by attendinq mysi- 

cians. 

We believe *Aat MS needs to establish minimum standards as to scope 

of medication review by both pharmacists and registered nurses and to also 

assure that medication rwiemzs ama apprised of acceptable review mthcd- 

o%Y* In response to our draft reprt, both HKS and APhA stated that they 

are psed "21 any standards T.&ich muld require rwiewers to follow a cer- 

tain system regarding mthcd of review. i?phA aqreedl, however, that EHS 

should do mxe to apprise mrstig hcmes and heal+& care &xrsorr,el of the 

;nan?r Ixxsible---but not required--e lenezts of a rnedicatior, rwiew cvhich 
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are available. We concur withI+HS and AFhAthatreviewars should not 

be required to follow a certain system or methcd; kwever, we believe 

that HHS can define the scope of medication review coverage while still 

allcwing reviewers the latitude to chcose specific reviewmethcdolcgy 

to be followed. 

We also believe that develwt and dissemination of drug utili- 

zation guidelines (and eventually a drug compendium) and minimum stand- 

ards for scope of coverage in msdication review should alleviate @xarma- 

cists' ard nurses' concerns regarding their roles and provide them with 

a clear understanding of their res~nsibilities. 'While issuance of these 

guidelines and star&rds will not solve all problems in relationships 

with phrsicians, medication reviewers may be less reluctant to make 

reccrrmendations when they are guided by authoritative drug information 

and a well defined role. 

At 46 af the 68 nursing hames in we visited, the @mznacist review- 

ing patient medications was also associated with the retail pharmacy pro- 

viding drugs to mny patients residing in that facility. In 37 of the 40 

hms , at least one other retail phaxntacy was available in the ccxtmunity 

khere either the nursing km-k or the consultant was lccated. While we 

foul .m evidence that the pharmacists were r!ot objective in their 

review, the practice creates the aparance cf a ,cotential conflict of 



interest because the @armacists making the medication reviews -+.ould 

have a financial. disincentive to rexnmzd thediscontinuance of or 

reduction in dosage of the drugs he or she is selling. 

In 1977, EiHS drafted guidelines which encouraged separation of 

$%armacy ccnsultant services and drug vendor services in those gecgra& 

ic areas where it is pssible ard feasible. The guidelines, however, 

have never been issued in final fom because of unresolved issues 

reqarding plyment for drugs. In our opinion, HHS should issue r-a- 

tions requiring separation of the medication review cunpxient of consul- 

tant services fran drug v&or services whenever feasible and deal separ- 

ately with the unresolved payment issues. 

In cxxmenting on our draft report, HHS said that while it shared our 

cxmcern abocrt a p2tential conflict of interest, it believed that requla- 

tions should be instituted "* * * only if there is evidence of actual ha,m 

to p3tients*" 2HS also stated that separation of tie tm functions wxld, 

because of inadequate reimbursement for mdication reviews, seriously lirrk 

it the ability of nursing ties to secure any meaningful review of records. 

.ACcOrdi~ to tMs, reiITIbu.rS-t for dispensing SeFJiCeS are SUpprting, 

to a large deqree, the medication review activity. AFhA apparently agrees 

with 5H.S that reimburs~t fcr medication review is inadequate and, while 

acknowledqing that a p33ntial mnfJkt exists, the Association believes 

the best xethcd of preventing an actual cmflict fran cccurrizq is to ade- 

wately ampsnsate pharamacists for mndispensing sexvices. 



We do r23t agree with either HE33 or AFRA. Cur reccmx&ation is 

addressed to the financial incentive which may contribute to less than 

adequate medication reviews. We do rrzt believe that &O barriers to 

effective medication review-lack of drug information and lack of defin- 

ition of scope of review-Should be overcane tiile a third-financial 

conflict of interest-should be ignored. 

.?E?s'S PFO?CsED RFIVISED sT24NDARDs 

At the request of your ccxmittee , we have analyzed the provisions 

of ES's prowsed revised nursing bane standards which deal with medi- 

cation review. These proposed revised standards, applicable to b3th 

levels of care, provide for the following (42CF'R 483.25(h)). 

-A pharmacistmust review the drug regimenof each 
patient at least rrr3nthl.y 

--Any "irregularities" must be repxted to the 
attending fiysician or the director of nursing 

-A record of drug regimen reviews must be 
prepared by the pharmacist and maintained 
in the facility 

The ;Mjor changes in the standards are that pharmacists ratier than 

nurses will be required to review intermediate care patient medications 

and that reviewers will be required to keep written records of medica- 

tions rwiews. KHS' s intrcdqtiory ccmnents to the proposed standards 

state that ,pharmacist's review xas extended to intermediate care patients 

because researc! had shown that tie clinical phaznacist does make an 

impact in skilled. nursing facilities. 
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S~ial medication rwiew studies conducted by clinical. pharmasists 

have demonstrated certain impacts, such as reduction in the number of 

drugs taken by patients and early detection of adverse effects. There- 

fore, extending the pharamacists review to intermediate care patients 

could result in scme psitive impact on the health and safety of pati- 

ents. Fkwever , as discussed in our reprt, we believe that in order to 

assure that this impct will result, HHS needs to assist pharmacists 

by clearly defining the scope of review, providing medication review 

training and other guidance and disseminating drugmonitoring and use 

criteria. What is missing from the proposed revised standards, and 

which MZ feel is extremely impxtant to include, is a ccmplete and clear 

definiticn of the scope of medication review. 

Weklieve that the new requirementthata record of drug regimen 

rwiews be kept is also an improvement. We found that- allmedica- 

tion reviewers were maintaining such records. We believe these records 

will be of particular value in evaluating medication rwiews made at 

each bane. 

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our prepared testtiny. We'll be happy 

to answer any questions you or other manbers of the Ccnmittee may have. 
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